Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Big Picture</th>
<th>- No major concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Specifics   | - Objective 8—concern that it is too focused on strategies as being only a response to TRC  
|             | - Obj 20—could mention the collaboration between SU and administrative units such as Risk Management |

Round Table Notes:

- PLEASE NOTE: The Academic Planning Committee saw a previous draft of the goals, objectives, and strategies and gave main comments at that meeting.
- At this meeting, the committee was happy with the full draft and had little comment.

Objective 8:

- Caution that current wording is too focused on strategies as being only a response to TRC—we don’t want to create the impression that we are doing this work as because we are being asked to do so by gov’t
- Be consistent in language around FMNI communities.

Objective 20:

- Could mention collaborations between SU and administrative units (e.g. Risk Management)

- Should there be mention of U of A’s activities in the North (UAlberta North) in narrative prefacing ENGAGE?